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Bright and earnest Erena has trained all her life for this. One of only five people chosen to leave

Earth behind and embark on the first ever manned mission beyond Earthâ€™s solar system,

sheâ€™s the best humanity has to offer. But after only a few months out, Erenaâ€™s ship is

attacked by beings whose purpose she can only guess. She and the other female crew member are

dragged away, while the male crewmen are killed before her eyes. Confused and afraid, Erena finds

herself being sold in an alien black market as a rare novelty. Sold to a strange but captivatingly

handsome alien named Shang, Erena struggles to defend herself, find her crew, and get home. But

soon, she finds she must also resist the attraction she feels to her new owner. Though she tells

herself itâ€™s only sexual, with every day they get closer and Erenaâ€™s determination to get home

begins to waver, especially once she discovers cross species impregnation may not be as

impossible as she thoughtâ€¦Adults Only!
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I liked this story ok but there are parts that didn't make sense to me. There were some pretty big

inconsistencies. ******contains spoilers******1) they had to be in a cryogenic state for "several years"

according to the beginning of the story but later on getting back to Earth is like a hop, skip, and jump



away.2) her shipmates supposedly locate her through DNA but later the captain says she doesn't

know how to use it.3) and this is just a personal peeve...but the cover of the book is in no way

reflective of our man character, who is described as having "russet" colored skin and horns. Why is

he blue on the cover?Aside from these things the editing is horrible! Wrong words, missing words,

etc. Oh well it was interesting enough I suppose. I didn't really like the ending at all!! They are just

gonna live on Earth with a supposed disguise. What are the hybrid baby? How will they hide him.

Just makes no sense to me. Worth reading but I hated the mistakes.

I was given a free copy of this story for my honest opinion.More often than not, when I read

romance, I read it for the male characters. I have every desire to fall in love with them right

alongside our heroine. In this story, however, I found myself loving the heroine more than her

romance interest/owner.Erena is a science girl, smart, curious, and fascinated with the worlds and

peoples that she interacts with. I really liked that about her. Her own interest in understanding

sparked mine and I was right there with her the entire time. I loved it, I loved her.Shang is her

romantic counterpart and I felt he rode the alpha-male-alien trope just a little too close. He didn't

really seem to gentle himself at all towards her, and that made me a little unsympathetic to him.

Yes, his character was described well, and he had his own voice, but there was nothing about him

that made him stand out in a sea of similar heroes.In the end I read the story for her, and I felt that

was worthwhile.

Erena's love of science turns from a dream to a nightmare! Lots of suspense reeled me in right from

the very beginning, and you get a nice little background story on how Erena got into her

predicament. Great sci-fi details and thrills, and of course everything you'd hope for from a this quick

little alien romance.

I'm always surprised and delighted to find a good alien romance. And this one is very good. All its

elements work together and bring you a satisfying read. There are so many aspects to a well written

book that I won't even try to list them but this book does do them all well so this is one I recommend.

The story was fast paced and was interesting until the end. I don't want to give it away but it seems

like the author just decided to end the story but left out the whole point of the story. I was left

unfulfilled by the ending.



"The Alien's Pregnant Mate" is Marla Therron's 2nd book from the Celestial Mates series. I'm just

mentioning it to make clear that it is a scifi alien abduction romance story, as sometimes people

seem to not know that. The story line is about Erena from earth who was with some colleagues on a

mission far away in the universe. Her space ship got attacked by aliens and she and her female

crew members were transported to a strange and unknown planes where they were sold as foreign

pets. Erena's new owner is handsome and she is somewhat attracted to hom, but her plan is to find

the other crew members and also to find a way to leave the planet and returning to earth. Sexual

feelings and other distraction provided by her sexy new owner make things complicated. And than

there is this pregnancy thing ... I will not spoil the story. I really like the book and give it a five star

rating. But as mentioned in the beginning, it's a good read who are into this genre.

This was more a 3.5. First book I've read by this author and it was pretty good! Good descriptions of

space flight and alien beings and worlds. The heroine was no shrinking violet and handled

everything that was thrown at her well.Dislikes, we do not get the POV of the hero and with this

shoreline, which includes fated mates, that would have been beneficial. You really don't see him

speak of what she is to him until the last chapter. Up until then, nothing is mentioned so you really

get no sense of his feelings which I didn't like personally.

I recently started reading sci-fi content and I am glad that I did. This book is great, I feel in love with

the characters especially Erena. Her curiosity is infectious and makes you eager to read more of the

book. I would recommend it to everybody who enjoys this genre and for those who want to escape

the real world for a day or two.
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